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this two men's always coming, they all help out together. And they

111 got songs, medicine songs. ' And they say, this is what my father
r

always tell me—you know, they're just singing them songs because

it brings^bad luck. I told you before. And they,- stay they're so

sacred that nobody can't sing them, just the ohes that doctor buffalo.

And there's seven songs that they singing. Oh, it's so nice, I wish

you could be where they doctor them. My father doctor and oh, I

like to listen to him doctor. They'll put up a tipi and they doctor

in the tipi, not in the house, cause when I was born and when I was

like ten years old, eight years, I knew.- I remember I saw him

doctor. But he can't doctor in a house, it have to be in a tipi.

And then if you ain't got a tipi, he always say, "Put up a tent."

Because he) use that coal—wood coal, fire, you know, he use that.

And he put his, they got cedar over here. There's a mountain right

here, that's where—just short;cedar, they use that for medicine.

It smells kind of little different from this, you know, Christmas

trees, cedar trees. And he drii.es them and then he use them to

smoke, smoke them medicines. I saw him. He smoke them in the

cedar smoke good and then he kind of work on this person. They use
' Yherbs. He makes tea and gives; it to the sick. I saw him. *• And then
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pneumonia right here, and then'some people that were pretty near

dead—and you know pneumonia is a bad sickness. You die with pneu-

monia, too. There was no doctors in those days, no hospitals, so

*- . *
they have to do something.
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STORY ABOUT CURING BOB GOOMBI DF PNEUMONIA
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One time I saw him. They came' after him and there was a young boy s

i

had pneumonia—double pneumonia and they said he was about to die.

And they came after my dad. IJe couldn't hardly breathe. You know


